Newsletter– Winter 2016

Editor: Bruce Goldsmith

From the President
Welcome to our second issue
of the Club Newsletter and
again many thanks to Bruce
Goldsmith for preparing and
editing the document.
Issue 1 (Summer) was well received so we should all encourage Bruce to continue as this is
an excellent way to communicate with our members.
Since the last edition we have
had a marvellous Pennant Season with two out of our five
grades (Grades 3&5) winning
the District Flag and both narrowly missing out on the Zone
titles. We also had two grades
(6A and 7B) run second in their
Divisions.
Reports from all team managers are provided in this edition
and I thank them very much for
their tremendous help during
the season.
I attended Narooma to watch
our Grade 3 team play Malua
Bay for the Zone title, which
was as tight a game as you
could imagine. I walked away
very proud of our Club, narrowly beaten but performing
with great skill and promise.
I could not attend the Grade 5
match on Saturday at Bega but
I went to see them on Sunday.
Again they played wonderfully
well and I think it is worth
mentioning that this team
were beaten only once in the
whole season. Again a very

strong showing.
All our sides proudly represented the Country Club and
Bowls Club with distinction.
I would also like to thank all
the supporters who encouraged the boys along their way,
our Selectors who did a first
class job, the Umpires and Controlling Bodies who gave their
time and skill and Joe & Carmen Schembri and the Committee members who catered
so well for us.
The Country Club, our Bowls
Organisers , Match and Social
Committees provide us with a
diverse calendar of bowls and
social events which makes us
happy bowlers and we are very
lucky to have such good Green
Staff under Joel who are doing
an exemplary job, sometimes
in very difficult conditions.
I welcome all our new members and acknowledge with
sadness the passing of some
very dear friends. (p2)
You will have noticed that work
is well underway on the new
path and surround to the 1st
Green. Again many thanks to
the Country Club.
We have a great club for both
social and affiliated bowlers
and we are one of the few ,if
only, Bowls Clubs in the region
that is growing.
Don't forget to put your names
down for “Flag Raising” on September 24th.
I hope to see you there.
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From The Green Keeper
Joel Robinson
Green No1 is in good condition
and is rolling well but is now
showing serious signs of wear
in the playing area. Overall it is
good condition and will have
bitumen emulsion sprayed on
the surface to hold it together
until we give it a renovation.
The soil has had dolomite watered in to raise PH level and
there are now close to where
we want them. There was a
small instance of winter grass
but has been attended to and
will be continued to be removed. The wear and traffic
has been shifted constantly
and will return to the full
growth season but will recover
fine. The soil test has been
done with good results and will
need little during renovations
this season. There has been
major works to the west bank
with the retaining wall being
constructed and the bank being widened. There has been a
path laid and the fence will be
erected in the coming weeks.
There will also be shade cloths
and seats replaced very soon.
Green No2 is in good condition
overall and will need some fertilising in the coming weeks to
encourage initial spring growth
for renovations which will begin after the long weekend in
October. There has been no
sign of pest or disease with
small areas of moss and algae.
The green has had the soil
tested and is similar to no1

green and will need very little
soil amendments during the
renovation. All the irrigation
system and sprinklers are being
attended too so it will be fine
for summer.
Green No3 has improved since
we had the extended dry periods. The soil PH has been
amended and has improved as
recommended by the soil test
and will need further improvements in the coming month.
There have been no signs of
disease with small signs of funnel ants disturbing the surface.
There has been a small instance of winter grass and
broadleaf weed which has
been removed and all efforts
will be made to minimize this
over spring and summer. This
Green will have the plinths replace when it is being renovated which will commence at
the start of the New Year.
Joel

Vale and Welfare
We mourn the passing of 
Ray Baxter,

Rick Pinchen and

Egon Reusche.
Our thoughts are with their
family and friends.
Members are advised that a
monthly welfare report is
placed on the notice board. If
you would like to know how a
friend is progressing please
speak to either Ken Gates or
Joe Cassar
If you know of members experiencing difficulties please
also contact the Welfare Officer.
From the Locker Room

Roll Ups
An important issue recently caused
some concern. Would all members
take care that for Tuesday and Thursday roll ups you do not take to the
greens until after all the ladies have
retired to the Club House. Please
respect the ladies rights to use the
greens on their allocated days and to
not feel they are being pushed along
to finish their day of bowls.
Lockers
You will have all noticed that the
locker room has not been cleaned up
yet. That's because we have been
preoccupied emptying out unused
lockers and replacing broken locks
and lost keys. We will be doing another round of locks soon and that
will be it for the year.
If you need a locker there is a list on
the notice Board.
WARNING, WARNING EVERYONE
The locker room clean up is now
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and bruised. A day or so later the dose
was to be repeated but Ken was not to
have any of it this time, so he pushed the
teacher aside and ran home.
Fearing the worst, as Dad was a very strict
man, he hastily collected some belongings, quickly said a passing good bye his
mum, and headed to the rail station. Two
Plastic Cups and Glasses
days later he found himself in Walgett,
At the end of your game please place NSW where he thought there was a possiall empty cups and glasses in the col- ble contact on a farm.
He sent a telegram home to mum that
lection trays , even if it is not yours.
simply said “Arrived Safely” and that was
the last his mum heard from him for two
Water Containers
years.
Sometimes taking these out is overWhile working as a roustabout on a farm
looked while in a rush. Would all
he eventually got a bit restless with it all
members please assist by helping to so he found an opportunity to return to
take them out i.e. if you are able to
Sydney (at age 16 ) with 75 suckling pigdo so.
lets bound for the abattoirs. It was time
to see mum so he obtained two of the
pigs and took them home , first throwing
Player Profile—Ken Hodgetts them through the front door then scurrying them out the back to dads fowl yard.
I interviewed Ken at his home this week. A sort of home coming present I guess.
He has so many great storeys to tell and I Mum was pleased to see him but explained the police and child welfare had
cannot do them justice in this short artibeen looking for him. A “fugitive” life on
cle.
the run held no attraction so mum sugHowever, I can give you a taste of a life
gested he get a school reference and job
rich with adventure, a love of people,
in Sydney.
family and sport.
Not convinced he would get a reference,
Ken was born at Crown Street Hospital,
mum personally took him to the school
and as luck would have it he departed the
school that day a little confused but
pleased with a glowing reference to say...
”Ken would be suitable as a tram or bus
conductor”
His adult life in Sydney began and Ken
worked in numerous jobs but mainly for
20 years as the Building Superintendent
for Bankstown Town Hall. He became a
keen entrant in the Redex Variety Club
Bashes or car rallies. He recalls on the
Bondi to Darwin bash having spent all
night drinking from a big esky in the boot
of his Mercedes, comforting John Farnham who was in need of help after rolling
Ken age 31/2 in Sydney
his car chasing Grant Kenny. He tells of
some other star studded adventures with
the likes of Brad Fittler, all great fun to
Sydney in 1939 and he lived most of his
listen to.
young life at Bankstown Sydney. As a
He married Barbara in Bankstown in 1959
youngster he was good at all sports having won several grand finals but at 14 he they have 15 grand kids, 17 great grand
kids and more to come. He and Barbara
experienced a life changing event.
He was at High School when during recess retired to Sanctuary Point in 1996. He
started bowls in 1993 and has won 14
a so called “mate” ran past and threw a
package to him, as if it was a football flick Club Bowls Championships (plus 8 Major
pass. Ken caught it not knowing it turned Singles R/U) two at Bankstown the rest
at SGBCC. Culminating in the 2012
out to be a teachers stash of tobacco.
SGBMBC Major Singles.
When the teacher arrived he saw Ken
with it and assumed he was in on the act. He has been a wonderful coach ( Accredited National Coach L1) for 18 years inNo amount of talking helped as the
cluding coaching two local high achiever
teacher took him inside an belted him
with the cane till his hands were swollen juniors in Lauren Shaw and Dillon Skinner.

scheduled for Wednesday September 7th. Please remove all your belongings that are not in your lockers
by that date. What is left on top of
the lockers and on the floor after
that date will be taken to the tip!

When he talks he is very proud of his
juniors and cherishes a few little cards he
received from them. In one, Lauren
wrote : CoachYou have taught me determination. You
gave me the
skills to persist in life's
game and for
that I always
will give you
thanks and
boast that I
had the privilege of calling
you-My
Coach.
PS If you want to know more about Ken
or Farnham and Co, you will have to chat
with him. Or, why not request a free
coaching session.

Ken in pink suit with champagne!

Ken with John Farnham in the Variety “Bondi
to Darwin Bash”

Ken and his treasure box of bowls badges
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2016 Pennant Teams

“Hmm looks like we may have got this one
right gents”

Grade 3
Bruce Goldsmith Manager
How tantalisingly close!
Having only started bowls last
year I was honoured to be offered the Managers job for
Grade 3. Also, many thanks to
Barbara Hoggets for doing the
first two games.
I had the pleasure of watching
great bowls, made some terrific new friends, saw first hand
the highs and lows that competitive sport brings with it and
how it tests both skill and temperament.
Grade 3 won their District Pennant principally by defeating
their main district rivalMollymook, in a thriller at
home. That game is now legendary . Our supporters came out
in numbers and were fantastic
urging the team on to a great
victory....”a High”.
The team then went to
Narooma to play Malua Bay for
the Zone title. In this see sawing match we surged to a 53 to
47 lead on end 19 but disappointingly this evaporated to a
narrow 54 to 57 loss, a 9 shot

swing in the last two ends. ...”a The shots we won for the seaLow”.
son were 555 with 402 against.
The team was:
The result was that we won the

J. Thelander, C. Robertson,
South Coast District Bowling
K. Whalan, G. McLean.
Association Grade 5 flag.

A. Connal, D. Smith, P Nuttall,
We then proceeded to Bega
N. Huthchin.
Bowling Club for the Zone 7

P. Sandford, D. Lawrence,
Bowling Association Grade 5
N. Solomon, W. Skinner
final.

A. Crammond, G.Thorpe
The players who participated
The “Low” pretty much passed were:
that evening with a fantastic
Don McCarthy, Norman Wood,
team dinner with partners at
Alan Askew , Joe Cassar, John
Purvis, Bernie, Steve Smith
Narooma and as expectations
Peter Chamberlin, Bob Dunand team building begins for
can, Ralph Klap.
season 2017 the question now
arises- Do we take on promo(Skips) Ken Hodgetts, Robin
tion to District Grade 2 and risk
Reid , Kon Surjan.
diluting our recent successes or
Also playing was Neil Solomon
do we stay at Grade 3 , grow
for two games until he was
the club even stronger and
elevated to the Grade 3 side,
deeper in talent before that
Maurie Dyke who played 2
happens?
games and David Shaw was
asked to go to Bega as a reWell done team. You represerve.
sented our Club with great distinction.
Bega produced perfect
St Georges Basin
84 weather for the round robin
Mollymook
82½ play–off’s against Malua Bay,
Culburra
44½ Tathra and Jindabyne.
Sussex Inlet
39½
In round (1) against Malua Bay
Ex-Servicemen’s
26½
Shoalhaven Heads
23 – we lost.
In round (2) against Jindabyne
– we won.
Grade 5
In round (3) against Tathra –
Beverley Askew we won well.
Manager
The results of the points versus
margins ‘for and against’ proWhat a great effort from the
duced Jindabyne the winner
team of bowlers who played in with 20 points - St Georges
the No. 5 grade Pennant side. Basin with 19 points - Tathra
We had ten good rounds to
with 11 points and Malua Bay
prove they could perform well, 10 points.
and they did.
As a result of the narrow loss,
We played the teams below
unfortunately we did not go to
and our only loss was to Milton the state finals.
-Ulladulla in the first round,
All the bowlers performed well
however, we soon corrected
and some great shots were
that in the second round, with played. It was a pleasure to be
a win against them.
the side manager for them. I
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would like to thank Robin Reid,
our bowls organiser who made
it easier for all side managers.
All score cards, and score
sheets were printed and ready
for the days play.
Most other clubs are not as
organised as our club. Bowls
requires total involvement
from the players and seeks
compatibility between players
as well as trust and confidence
in decision making.
Bowlers agree that there are
three ‘L’s in bowls, line, length
and luck.
Bear in mind you cannot win
every game, bowls is an art not
a science, so things can go
wrong.
St Georges Basin
Milton Ulladulla
Nowra
Callala RSL
Lake Conjola

66
52
34
34
14

Manager and her unique
coaching methods ( the Big Red
Whip !).
Over the two month Pennant
Season the 6A's finished well,
coming 2nd in their grade after
8 games.
I am looking forward to the
2017 Pennant season when we
will grow and strengthen our
team and ready ourselves for
the challenges ahead.
Cant wait boys!
Ex-Servicemen’s
St Georges Basin
Culburra
Berry
Shoalhaven Heads

64
38
38
34
26

Grade 6B
Margaret Sellars Manager

Once again I had an enjoyable
season managing the 6B’s. I
have been with this group for
Grade 6A
the past 3 years, and what an
Fiona Collins- Manager
exciting time we had in 2015,
winning the District and Zone
After the 7A's finished at the
flags and only going down by a
top of their section in the 2015 couple of shots in the State
Pennant season it was decided Play-off. This season was not as
to move some players up a
successful but it was still a
grade for the 2016 season.
great season and bunch of
Most of the 2015 team were re men.
-selected to the 6A's but a few I wish them good luck and
young guns, coming through
good bowling in the future!
the ranks, also had a chance to
shine.
Sussex Inlet
63
Like any “new” team there
RSL Sussex Inlet
48½
were a couple of player tweaks Milton Ulladulla
42
needed but overall the team
St Georges Basin
33½
came together well, particuBomaderry
13
larly with the help of the team

Grade 7B
Dianne Dunne - Manager
Our 12 players gave their best
with good club spirit and if we
look back and reflect, we had a
few games we really should
have won both home & away.
These few games may have
been the difference in winning
our division as we were a close
second to the winners, Mollymook.
The team Captains, C. Bonano,
K. Evetts, Geo. Thorpe, and myself were proud of the effort of
our players.
To all Clubs in 7B next year,
watch out, we will be better in
2017!
Mollymook
St Georges Basin
RSL Sussex Inlet
Huskisson
Milton Ulladulla

52½
46
42
40½
19
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Grade 3 Pennant Winners: Front row- Paul “Pud” Sandford, Neville Hutching, Grant “Grunter” McLean, David “Sumo”
Lawrence and Wayne Skinner. Middle row– Kevin Whalan, Philip Nuttall, Bruce Goldsmith (Manager) George Thorpe (President).
Back row - Jamie (The Field Marshall) Thelander, Neil Solomon, Derek Smith, Campbell Connal, Anthony Crammond .
(Inset- Clive Robertson (L) and Gavin Thorpe (R))

Grade 5 Pennant Winners: Front row– Steve Smith, Bernie Savige, Peter Chamberlin. Middle row– Bev Askew (Manager)
Norm Wood, Don McCarthy, John Purvis, Ken Hodgetts, George Thorpe (President) . Back row - Alan Askew, Rob Reid, Kuzma
Surjan, Bob Duncan, Joe Cassar, Ralph Klap.
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Club Triples
Final of club triples John Payer,
Joe Schembri & Tony Crammond 24 def Peter Chamberlin, Kon Surjan & Ken Hodgetts
Did you know most of our
bowls results and photographs 21.
are on our club “facebook”
page which is regularly updated by Jamie Thelander.
Simply have a look on your PC,
tablet or smart phone at- “St
Georges Basin Men's Bowls”. If
you want your photos simply
Major Singles
copy them from the facebook
Right President George with
page, just like all the informaMajor Singles winner Camption below.
bell Connal and runner up Neil
Solomon. Campbell defeated
Neil 31-25 in a very tight final.
Congratulations to Campbell
on claiming his first major title
at the club and well done to
Neil on reaching the final.
The Queen's Birthday long
weekend saw the 5th annual
Bendigo Bank Singles Bowls
competition contested at St
Georges Basin Country Club. 54
men & women rolled up for a
chance at winning some of the
great prize money contributed
by Sanctuary Point & Districts
Community Bank. In the end it
was Dave Lawrence (right) who
took out first place with Nev
Hutching (centre, with Branch
Manager Keith Robinson) in
second. Congratulations to
both men and to all competitors who helped to make it a
great weekend of bowls!

Minor Singles
Well done to Don Mackenzie
on winning the minor singles
defeating Phil Nuttall 31-24..

What a great morning of
bowls with the Basin All Stars
narrowly defeating the ACT
Defence Bowls squad 61-60.
This was a good chance to give
some of our up and coming
new bowlers a rep game.

Men's Triples Tooheys Winter
Carnival winners - Tony Crammond, Clive Robertson and
Pud Sandford 9 + 29
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Calendar for the Rest of the Year

AUGUST
Saturday 27th

Final Minor Pairs Championship @ 12.30pm
Rookies Singles Qualifier 9.00am

Sunday 28th

1st Round Mixed Pairs Championship @ 12.30pm
Rookies Singles Qualifier 9.00am

SEPTEMBER
Saturday 10th

2nd Round Mixed Pairs Championship @ 12.30pm @ 12.30pm

Sunday 11th

Semi Final Mixed Pairs Championship @ 12.30pm @ 12.30pm

Saturday 17th

Final Mixed Pairs Championship @ 12.30pm
Rookies Pairs Qualifier

Sunday 18th

1st Round Mixed Fours Championship @ 12.30pm
Rookies Pairs Qualifier

Saturday 24th

Flag Raising Day

Sunday 25TH

2nd Round Mixed Fours Championship @ 12.30pm

OCTOBER
Saturday 1st & Sunday 2nd
TH

Saturday 8

TH

MURPHY FAMILY FUNERAL’S MIXED PAIRS CARNIVAL
Bendigo Bank Shield vs. Husky at Husky @ 1PM

Sunday 9

Round Mixed Fours Championship @ 12.30pm

Saturday 15TH

Round Mixed Fours Championship @ 12.30pm

NOVEMBER
Sunday 6th

SHIRTS & SKIRTS @ 9.00am

Saturday 19th

PRESENTATION NIGHT

Sunday 27th

BOWLING CLUB AGM
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Major Sponsors

“Around the District”
by Alan Askew

Since the last post a few interesting things have occurred.

over time, this problem could
be solved. Big ask?

It looks like the higher annually fixed affiliation fee imposed by Bowls NSW this year
could be a bit of a problem.
Since the increases the South
Coast District Bowling Association SCDBA now has approximately 1190 members whereas
in 2009 the was over 2200
members, this is nearly a 50%
drop in affiliated membership.
Another concern is that in
January this year Gerringong
bowling club believed they
would be better served by disaffiliating from the SCDBA and
Zone 7 and affiliating with zone
16. While disappointing we
wish them well.
In addition, it is believed Shoalhaven Heads Bowling Club is
disaffiliating itself from the
SCDBA and joining with Zone
15.
It would appear the main concern of both of these Clubs is,
the distances to venues, road
conditions and by moving
north they will engage in better
competitions.
As a result of the move by both
clubs, the SCDBA could now
lose another 180 registered
players. Add to this natural
attrition, the SCDBA will
probably be left with about
1000 registered players.
However, lets be positive and
think of it this way, we all need
to be active recruiters and if
every member in the district
acquired only one new bowler

In Zone 7 there is still further
unrest on the horizon again
because of the imposition of
the annually fixed fee. Monaro
our smallest district that takes
in all the Snowy Mountain
clubs- Cooma, Adaminaby,
Jindabyne and Nimmitabel,
have now withdrawn from all
bowls NSW organised competitions and have made it known
that they will set up their own
competition between the
Clubs.
As the annual SCDBA capitation
is now due the writer
wonders how many registered
players the SCDBA will end
up with this year.

Minor Sponsors

AVEO Island Point
Bayside Optical
Complete Exhaust
Mick Sinclair Plumbing
Bay and Basin Automotive
Payless Tyres
Peter Clarke Auto Repairs
Max Justice Real Estate
Macey Insurance Brokers

Alan Askew
Secretary SCDBA
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The Early History of Bowls

In the early 15th century bowls
were made of hardwoods and,
after the 16th century discovery of Santo Domingo, of lignum vitae, a very dense wood.

match and the British Navy
soundly defeated the Armada.
There is a lot of controversy as
to whether this event actually
took place.

It's believed that the "bias" was Henry VIII was also a lawn
introduced inadvertently in
bowler. However, he banned
Source: Vale of Levern Bowling Club,
1522 by the Duke of Suffolk.
the game for those who were
Est 1867, Scotland - Web Site
not wealthy or "well to do" beApparently his bowl split in two cause "Bowyes, Fletchers,
after striking other bowls and Stringers and Arrowhead makhe took a knob off of a stairway ers" were spending more time
Bowls historians believe that
at recreational events such as
the game developed from the banister post for a replacement. The flat side of the knob bowls instead of practicing
Egyptians. One of their pastimes was to play skittles with caused it to roll with a bias and their trade. Henry requested
he experimented by curving his that anybody who wished to
round stones. This has been
determined based on artifacts bowl around others. The word keep a green pay a fee of 100
spread and biased bowls
pounds. However, the green
found in tombs dating circa
gradually came into use.
could only be used for private
5,000 B.C. The sport spread
play and he forbade anyone to
across the world and took a
Certainly
the
most
famous
"play at any bowle or bowles in
variety of forms, Bocce
story in lawn bowls is about Sir open space out of his own gar(Italian), Bolla (Saxon), Bolle
(Danish), Boules (French) and Francis Drake and the Spanish den or orchard." King James I
Armada. On July 19, 1588,
issued a publication called "The
Ula Miaka (Polynesian). The
sport of lawn bowls is the fore- Drake was involved in a game Book of Sports" and, although
at Plymouth when he was noti- he condemned football
runner of curling, a tremen(soccer) and golf, encouraged
dously popular winter version fied that the Spanish Armada
had been sighted. The tale says the play of bowls.
played in northern countries
his response was, "There is
(including Canada) on ice.
plenty of time to win the game Next Issue: The Growth of
The oldest lawn bowls site still and thrash the Spaniards too." Bowls in Australia
He then proceeded to finish his
played on is in Southampton,
England. Records show that the
green has been in operation
since 1299 A.D. There are other
claims of greens being in use
before that time, but these are
unsubstantiated by proper or
sufficient documentation. During the reign of Richard II bowls
were referred to as "gettre de
pere" or "jetter de pierre," and
describes throwing a stone,
probably as round as possible.
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Bowls Etiquette




This subject is a major part of
the conduct of lawn bowls and
has been part of the game
since the game began.
One definition of the word eti- 
quette is “code of behaviour.”
First and foremost adhere to
the old cliché. ”Do unto others
as you would others do unto
you.”

There are many forms of etiquette and below is just an
outline of some to help you
and your fellow bowlers:











Do not behave in any way
that would bring you,
your club or the game
into disrepute.
Do not wander around or
move about the head
when a player is about
to deliver a bowl. Preferably, if not involved
stay on the bank.

Try not to stand behind
the jack. With white
shoes it can be hard to
see.
Do not converse loudly
whilst a player is about 
to deliver a bowl.
Standing behind the
player and shouting compliments or encouragement to a player, or players, on another rink is
certainly distracting and
should not take place

when any player is preparing to deliver a bowl
on your rink.

Do not intrude onto an
adjacent rink.
Be courteous at all times.
It is customary to invite
your opponent to join
you in a friendly drink on
completion of the game.
Always remember that
good sportsmanship in
relation to your team
mates and opponents; in
turn this will be reciprocated.
It is customary to pick up
the mat in any game
whenever your opponent
has delivered the last
bowl of the end.
You must not be in the
opponents area of play
after your bowl comes to
rest (this is the head or
the mat area). The rule
states that the possession of the rink is in the
control of your opponent
when your bowl comes
to rest.
The lead in a team game,
or opponent in a singles
game, is to pick up the
jack and hand to their
opponent at the start of
an end.
When you play against an
opponent on your own
green, remember you are
the host and must treat
that player and team as
guests, be sociable at all
times and display a
friendly manner.
Always be gracious in defeat and humble in victory.














Do not blame outside
influences for your defeat, such as the green,
the weather conditions,
your opponent’s lucky
shots, the umpire or
spectators.
No matter how good you
are, or think you are, all
players have the capabilities of playing well on
a given day. Accept the
defeat and give credit to
your opponent in a
sportsman like manner.
Do not show your displeasure by being ungracious to your opponent.
Be the first to offer your
hand in congratulations
for a game well played.
When an umpire is requested to decide a
measure situation, indicate the bowls in dispute
and retire from the area
so the umpire can complete his/her job. Remember the Umpires
decision is final.
Ensure you follow the
dress regulations.
When you have the services of a marker, it is of
utmost importance that
you extend your thanks
and appreciations for the
services rendered, and
offer a refreshment on
completion of the game.
Bowls should not be
dropped onto the green
during play or otherwise.
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Do you know the rule?
Can I use any bowls, to play in
a team I have Just joined?
Broadly speaking yes But they must be a
matched set of 4 (3 or 2
in triples and rinks), i.e.
the same Make / Colour/
Size/Weight/Engraving/
Serial Number, and each
with a Legal Date Stamp.
What happens if a bowl is
damaged during a game?
It may be replaced from
the same set, but if using
4 bowls you need to replace the whole set to
continue.
Are you allowed to change, or
try out different Bowls, during
trial ends?
Yes - you can also start
the game with a different
set providing they have
been checked and passed
beforehand.
I deliver the Jack and it strikes
someone going up the Rink,
what happens?
(1) If it was an opponent
or neutral person (or object) that was struck, you re-deliver it or ...
(2) If it was one of your
own team that was
struck, your opponent redelivers it and can re-

position the mat to do so
if they wish. No matter
who it is however, the
winner of the last
'scoring' end delivers it.

Is there a time limit for a bowl
to be a toucher, i.e. comes to
rest then falls over to touch
the jack?

team not in possession
may not hold up, nor distract in any way, the
player about to play.
What if I play one of my opponent's bowls by mistake?
Nothing happens - once
at rest, mark its position
and angle, replace it exactly with yours and return it to its owner.

Yes - it must make contact before the next Bowl What happens if I play before
to be played leaves the
my turn?
player's hand, or if it is
If the bowl is on its way,
the last Bowl to be
the opposing Skip can
played; this must be
stop it and return it to be
within 30 seconds of it
played in the proper secoming to rest.
quence. If it is not noticed until it comes to
Is there a time limit for markrest, providing it ising a toucher?
(a) still "live" and
(b) has not disturbed the
Yes - It must be marked
head.
with 'chalk' or similar, (or
The player, who should
nominated to the opposhave played, plays 2
ing Skip if that act might
bowls in succession, to
cause it to topple), berestore the proper sefore the next bowl played
quence, If, however, it
comes to rest, otherwise
has disturbed the head,
it ceases to be a toucher.
the opposing skip has 3
options: What does 'Rink Possession'
(a) leave things as they
actually mean?
are and have his/her
player play two bowls in
Once the bowl currently
succession, or
in play comes to rest, the
(b) replace the head to
player who delivered it
its
original position and
must be either behind
return the bowl to be rethe mat, or up at the
played in its proper turn,
head, because at that
or
moment 'Possession of
(c) declare the end dead.
the Rink' passes to the
opposing team. and the
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Life Members
DEWHURST Frederick
HODGETTS Kenneth
KIMBER William
LONG Ronald
SCHEMBRI Joe
Full Playing Members
ADDISON Ken
ASKEW Alan
ATTARD Joe
BENNETT Alan
BOBRIGE Peter
BONARNNO Charles
BOSSINI John
BRADSHAW Brian
BURNHAM Kenneth
CAPON David
CASSAR Joe
CHAMBERLIN Peter
CLARKE Peter
COLLINS Terry
CONNAL Campbell
CONNOLLY Neal
CRAMMOND Anthony
CROFT Frank
CURTIS Russell
DAVIS Paul
DAVIS Ron
DERN Rolf
DEWHIRST Fredrick
DINNES James
DIXON Walter
DOUST Robert
DUNCAN Robert
DUNN John
DUNNE Kevin
DYKE Morris
EDWARDS Barry
EVETTS Ken
FAULKNER Greg
FLOOD Lindsay
FLOOD Geoff
FOLEY Sony
GALLIMORE John
GARDENER Craig
GATES Ken
GOLDSMITH Bruce
HARRIS John
HATGIANTONIO William
HAWKING Clarry
HINDLEY Chris
HIRD Noel
HODGETTS Kenneth
HOOK Grahame

Full Playing Members
HUTCHING Neville
JESSUP Terry
KIMBER William
KING Colin
KLAP Ralph
LAWRENCE David
LEARMONTH Graham
LONG Daniel
LONG Ronald
MACKENZIE Don
MANWARRING Richard
MAYNARD Warren
McCarthy
Donald
McLean Grant
MEEHAN John
MILLER Barney
MORRIS Fredrick
MUNRO David
NIGHTINGALE Brian
NUTTALL Philip
OLIVERIO Joe
PALMER Len
PAYER John
POLLEY Clive
PRYDE William
PURVIS John
REID Robin
RHODEN Arnold
RICHARDS Grahame
ROBERTSON Clive
ROBINSON David
ROBINSON Joel
SANDFORD Paul
SAVIGE Bernard
SCHEMBRI Joseph
SCHILLINGS Paul
SHAW Brian
SHAW Raymond
SHAW David
SHAW William
SHERIDAN Michael
SIMES Rex
SKINNER Wayne
SMITH John
SMITH Derek
SMITH Stephen
SOLOMON Neil
SPARKS Bernard
SURJAN Kuzma
THELANDER Jamie
THELANDER Jim

Full Playing Members
THORPE Paul
THORPE Gavin
THORPE George
TYSOE John
WALKER Charles
WEINGAERTNER Ralf
WILLIAMS Barry
WOOD Norman
WRIGHT Greg
Social Players
BROWN Norman
CAMPBELL Paul
CONSTABLE Robert
DE ROOS Toni
DEAN Garry
DUNBAR Terry
FEWINGS Noel
GARDINER Garnett
GITTOES Roy
HALL Wayne
HARRIS Shaun
HEYWARD Kevin
JACK Douglas
JACKSON Derek
LAWRENCE Keith
LINNENBANK Herman
MEDCALF George
NOLAN Neville
PARMENTER Michael
PEARCE Russell
PENDLEBURY Ray
PERRIN Brian
POLLACK Barry
RYE-JENSEN John
RYE-JENSEN Kim
STEVENS Charles
STEWART Fred
TABONE Charles
TENGATE Wybe
WALSH Michael
WEST Keith
WILLIAMS Chad
WOLFENDEN Russell
Please note: If there are omissions or errors
please let me know and a new list will be posted
on the noticeboard.
Bruce Goldsmith
Assistant Secretary
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